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FEATURED EVENT:
JOSEPHINE MONGIARDO
GREAT COACHES SERIES& Holiday Reception
December 5, 2011, Monday, 7:00--9:00 PM
Grace Dodge Hall, Room #179, Teachers College
Columbia University, 120th Street, between Broadway and Amsterdam Avenue, NYC.
Free to NYSTA members and their guests.
The Josephine Mongiardo Great Coaches Series, now
in its third year, presents world renowned pianist and
coach Roger Vignoles, who will work with collaborative duos on French, German, English and Russian
repertoire. Mr. Vignoles, who serves on the faculty of
The Royal College of Music, has partnered such
illustrious singers as Sarah Walker, Thomas Allen,
Susan Graham, Lorraine Hunt Lieberson, and Dame
Roger Vignoles
Kiri Te Kanawa. We look forward to sharing in his
deep knowledge and understanding of the art song repertoire. Participants for this
should be established singer/pianist duos who have worked together for a period of
time on the repertoire submitted. All submissions should be sent to Elizabeth Saunders
at events@nyst.org and should include resumés, an audio clip (either an MP3 or an
online link) and a list of three pieces.
NOTE: The new extended deadline for submissions is November 10.

Reminder to Members—
Don’t forget the deadline for submissions to our Winter Event—Dr. Anat Keidar—
is November 25. (See calendar on page 3 for details.)

NYSTA Distinguished
Voice Professionals
The following is a list of teachers of singing
who have taken the complete five-course
curriculum of the NYSTA Professional
Development Program and passed all
examinations. Each has earned NYSTA’s
Distinguished Voice Professional Certificate.

Catherine Aks
Larry Alexander
Adrienne Angel
Tanya Apelbaum
Maria Argyros
Alan Bowers
Enzo Citarelli
Jan Douglas
Barbara Dyer
Jack Eppler
Carol Flamm
Ena Freeman
Robin Lynne Frye
Candace Goetz
Hilda Harris
Grace Hart
Kari Hatfield
Matthew Hoch
Katherine Hoffman
Patricia Kadvan
Taina Kataja
Joan Lader
Peter Ludwig
Natasha Lutov
Josephine Mongiardo
Fonteini Moschidi
Lily Nehman
Janet Pranschke
Kari Ragan
Bethany Reeves
Michelle Rosen
David Sabella-Mills
Jane Seaman
Patricia Sheridan
Charlotte Surkin
Debra Vanderlinde
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MESSAGE from the President
Divided We Stand?
For as long as I have been a member of
NYSTA (and longer than that, I am sure), the
organization has strived to foster camaraderie
among those in our profession. We have
worked to establish a collegial discourse
among voice professionals; we have been
instrumental in delivering to our community
a standardized vocabulary, based upon the
best scientific and artistic principles; and we
have always encouraged our members to
acknowledge, with respect, the varying
pedagogies and practices by colleagues
who work in other genres than their own.
All this has helped to unify a community of
voice professionals that started in our local
area (NYC) and now spans across the country
and abroad.
Still, it seems there is work to be done.
Inevitably at our seasonal events one can
perceive a real cultural divide; the classical
teachers come to the classical events and the
CCM teachers come to the CCM events. I
know we are all extremely busy and the need
to prioritize these days is greater than ever.
Many of us are sole proprietors in our private
studio practice, and the tasks of running our
business—in addition to our teaching hours—
can be daunting. Others are part of a larger
institution which may mandate attendance
requirements at academic events and
performances. And, of course, there are
personal and family obligations to attend to.

Time is not only short, but seems to be
racing ahead of us.
But, as someone who has been to (or seen
the event video archive of) every single event
in the last 5-plus years, I can tell you that I
am always amazed at the benefits I reap from
every single event—whether it is a classical or
CCM topic, a workshop, a master-class, or a
lecture. Watching great colleagues work, or
listening to them share their knowledge with
passion, is invigorating, stimulating, and
thought-provoking. And often it informs my
own professional practice in ways I wouldn’t
have imagined.
So, whether you are a classical or CCM
teacher, I strongly encourage you to come
out in support of your fellow teachers. They
may not work in your genre; they may have
different ways of achieving their artistic goals;
but they may, just may, inspire you to think
outside of your box a little. And when you
come, please be sure to introduce yourself to
the person next to you. Enjoy the community
of which you are a part: NYSTA is a vibrant
and expanding organization in the most
exciting city in the world.
If you are a long distance member, please
watch the video archives of past events (in
the members-only section of the NYSTA
website). A world of interest and enlightenment awaits you 24 / 7.

Our Holiday Event this year will feature
Mr. Roger Vignoles as part of the Josephine
Mongiardo Great Coaches Series (details in
this issue). I look forward to seeing you
ALL there.
Sincerely,

David Sabella-Mills
President, NYSTA

Holiday Shopping? Support
NYSTA and Earn Cash Back!
NYSTA has a new affiliate relationship
with shop.com. Directly from our website
you can access our shopping portal, or
paste this address into your browser:
www.shop.com/nysta
and you will instantly be connected to
THOUSANDS of retailers you already use
and love—from Wal-Mart to Macy’s, travel
sites, car rentals, QVC, and everything in
between. With one click, it’s all at your
fingertips and simply by entering your
favorite retail website from our portal you
will ensure that NYSTA receives an affiliate
commission on everything you purchase.
AND you can earn cash back on purchases as
well! So, this holiday season, please consider
doing your shopping through our shop.com
portal. I thank you in advance for your
support.
D.S.M

MESSAGE from the Editor
Dear NYSTA Members,
I hope that everyone is having a rich and
rewarding autumn. The holidays will quickly
be upon us, and this issue marks the last
VOICEPrints of 2011. We hope that you will
all attend this year’s Holiday Party featuring
world-renowned vocal coach Roger Vignoles,
who will be featured as part of our Josephine
Mongiardo Great Coaches Series.
I am also grateful to Dr. Barbara Mergelsberg and Dr. Paul Houghtaling, who contributed this month’s feature articles: an insightful piece on the songs of Belgian composer Guillaume Lekeu (1870–1894) and a
review of Linda Lister’s Yoga for Singers.

VOICEPrints readers will remember Dr.
Lister’s intriguing article in our March-April
2010 issue.
From everyone at NYSTA, we wish you
a very happy holiday season. As always,
please remember that VOICEPrints is YOUR
publication, so please send all questions,
comments, and ideas for future articles to
me at voiceprints@nyst.org.
Sincerely,

Dr. Matthew Hoch
Dr. Matthew Hoch
Editor-in-Chief, VOICEPrints
voiceprints@nyst.org

VOICEPrints
Matthew Hoch
DMA, Editor-in-Chief

Sarah Adams Hoover
DMA, Associate Editor

John Ostendorf
Designer
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NYSTACalendar
of Events
2011-2012
NYSTACalendar
2011-2012
JOSEPHINE MONGIARDO GREAT COACHES SERIES& Holiday Reception
December 5, 2011, Monday, 7:00--9:00 PM
Grace Dodge Hall #179, Teachers College, Columbia University, 120th Street, between Broadway and Amsterdam Avenue, NYC. Free to NYSTA members and
their guests.
The Josephine Mongiardo Great Coaches Series, now in its third year, presents world renowned pianist and coach Roger Vignoles, who will work with collaborative duos on French, German, English and Russian repertoire. Mr. Vignoles, who serves on the faculty of The Royal College of Music, has partnered such illustrious
singers as Sarah Walker, Thomas Allen, Susan Graham, Lorraine Hunt Lieberson, and Dame Kiri Te Kanawa. We look forward to sharing in his deep knowledge and
understanding of the art song repertoire. Participants for this should be established singer/pianist duos who have worked together for a period of time on the
repertoire submitted. All submissions should be sent to Elizabeth Saunders at events@nyst.org and should include resumés, an audio clip (either an MP3 or an
online link) and a list of three pieces.
NOTE: The new extended deadline for submissions is November 10.
OREN LATHROP BROWN PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM *

VOCAL ACOUSTICS & RESONANCE with Dr. Scott McCoy
NEW CLASS FORMAT! *Assisted On Demand Learning* Course, begins

February 13, 2012, with four Thursday LIVE ONLINE Sessions 7:30-9:30 (EST) February 23, March 8, 22, April 5, 2012
Teachers College, Columbia University, 120th Street, between Broadway and Amsterdam Avenue, NYC. This course is also available on demand at nyst.org/
courses.
Dr. Scott McCoy makes this challenging topic easy to understand for all levels. Information covered in this course includes the nature of sound, acoustics and
resonance of the speaking and singing voice, practical applications of acoustics and resonance in the singing voice. Also included will be an introduction to
computerized voice analysis (Mac or PC).
Required text: Your Voice: An Inside View by Scott McCoy, DMA. *Assisted On Demand Learning* This new class format gives the student 24/7 access
to our on demand course files plus 8 hours of instructor-guided sessions for review and Q&A. Begin your course anytime on Monday, February 13. Instructor-guided
sessions will be held on four Thursdays: February 23, March 8, 22 and April 5, 2012 via WebEx video classroom. You see and hear Dr. McCoy, and other
members of the class (it will be just like being there). And, if you have a webcam they can see and hear you too! No webcam? Use the chat box to ask
questions.and hear them answered aloud.
OREN LATHROP BROWN PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM *

MTD & PHONOTOXICITY: “Do You Hear What I Hear?” with Dr. Anat Keidar
February 21, 2012 Tuesday, 7:30-9:30 PM (EST) via WebEx Video Classroom
NYSTA is proud to offer this groundbreaking ONLINE EVENT to all our worldwide membership. Dr. Anat Keidar, will present an interactive lecture to our entire
worldwide membership on MTD, Phonotoxicity, and widespread myths, prevalent misconceptions and common dilemmas about vocal function, technique,
training, rehabilitation, and wellness: what is required of teachers to help students. This is an interactive event. Please submit your questions to Dr. Keidar in
advance, no later than November 25, 2011. For each question submitted please indicate what motivates the particular question and what you hope to learn
from the answer given. Please limit your input to one or two paragraphs, not exceeding 230 words in total. This is an unprecedented opportunity to speak
directly with, and learn from, the leading authority on these issues. However, this is not be a venue for private consultations or self promotion but rather a
knowledge and clarification-based discussion.
This event will be held via WebEx video classroom. You see and hear Dr. Keidar, and other members of the class (just like being there). And, if you have
a webcam they can see and hear you too! (No webcam? Use the chat box to ask questions and hear them answered aloud.)
RSVP required to events@nyst.org with your written question(s) for Dr. Keidar. When your RSVP is processed you will receive the WebEx log-in information.
OREN LATHROP BROWN PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM *

SINGER’S Developmental Repertoire Class
April--May, 2012
LIVE Online Class (via WebEx video Classroom) Dates: TBA. Instructors: Christopher Arneson, Judith Nicosia and David Sabella-Mills.
This course establishes methods and criteria for selecting repertoire appropriate to different voice types at various stages of development. All vocal categories
(SATB) in both classical voice and musical theatre voice will be discussed. The Music Theater section will also include a look at contemporary Pop/Rock shows and
the vocal demands they make on the singer, and how to choose appropriate audition material

16 BARClinic
Spring, 2012 Complete Information: TBA
Back by popular demand, twelve singers get to strut their stuff before a panel of industry experts who give candid and supportive advice often not
offered in the audition setting.
OREN LATHROP BROWN PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM *

COMPARATIVE PEDAGOGY Weekend 2012
June, 2012
Teachers College, Columbia University, 120th Street, between Broadway and Amsterdam Avenue, NYC.
During this course, six master teachers will present teaching demonstrations after case histories of students have been discussed. Concrete links will be made
between various teaching strategies and the scientific and medical information covered in other courses of the PDP program. Dates and Faculty: TBA. Please see
website for details
*All PDP courses are $250 ($220 for NYSTA members) and can be registered and paid for online at www.nyst.org. One graduate credit per course is available from Westminster Choir
College, for an additional $150. A form will be obtained at the class. For more information contact Janet Pranschke at pdp@nyst.org or visit www.nyst.org/courses.
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FORGOTTEN ART SONGS: “Trois Poèmes” of Guillaume Lekeu
by Barbara Mergelsberg, DMA

During the inspiring master class given by
Margo Garrett last season in NYSTA’s Great
Coaches Series, a beautiful but forgotten song
by the composer Guillaume Lekeu was presented by one of the singer/pianist pairs. What
follows is a note, the purpose of which is to
provide some background information on the
Belgian composer’s life and beautiful songs.1
Guillaume Lekeu (1870–1894) studied with
César Franck and Vincent d’Indy and admired
the music of Beethoven and Wagner but never
fell into the trap of copying their styles. Lekeu’s
music is both rich and personal. The long span
of his melodies and the unusual harmonic colors
surprise listeners while almost always pleasing
them. As repeatedly stated in his letters and
cited by Jensen in his article Towards a Symbolist
Aesthetic in Music,2 Lekeu had two compositional priorities that are reflected by his musical
language: First, he immersed himself in the
pursuit of unusual harmonies;3 and second, he
thought of art as being composed of an infinite
number of emotions: “Pour moi l’art est
infiniment sentimental.”4
More than just a musician, the young Lekeu
was a consummate artist. He was involved in
literary circles and wrote poetry himself. He was
a regular guest at Mallarmé’s celebrated salon
during the same period as Debussy and a close
friend of the symbolist poet, novelist, and
musicologist Téodor de Wyzeva. When he died
at the young age of 24 from typhoid fever, his
musical legacy encompassed about 60 pieces,
the most famous being his violin sonata. His
vocal output includes a cantata, Andromède
(poème lyrique et symphonique) on a text by
Sauvenière, composed for the Belgian Prix de
Rome in 1891, and thirteen songs. E. Baudoux
& Cie.5 was his principal publisher, but his
scores are no longer under copyright and are
available online in the Petrucci Library.6
Among these songs only eight are published:7
“La fenêtre de la maison paternelle” and “Les
pavots” (1887), texts by Lamartine; “L’ombre
plus dense” and “Quelque antique et lente
danse” (1889), texts by Lekeu; “Chanson de
mai” (1891); Trois poèmes: “Sur une tombe,”
“Ronde,” and “Nocturne” (1892).
There are also two lost songs: “Les deux
bonnes soeurs” (1887), text by Baudelaire),
and “L’âme des calices défunts” (1891), text
by Silvestre); and three incomplete songs:
“Lied de matelot,” “Chant d’amour,” and “De
ce passé qui semblait éphémère.”
Among the eight published songs, Trois
poèmes are the most accomplished and
interesting pieces. Settings of his own texts,
these beautiful post-romantic songs are
distinctively in Lekeu’s idiomatic compositional
style and point towards impressionism and
symbolism. “Sur une tombe,” “Ronde,” and

“Nocturne” were premiered together with the
famous violin sonata (commissioned by the
violinist Eugène Ysaÿe) in March 1893 at the
Cercle des XX in Brussels.8 “Nocturne” was also
arranged for voice and strings. Each song is
preceded by a poetic “motto” (by Lamartine,
Verlaine, and Hugo, respectively). Lekeu’s song
texts resemble symbolist prose. They reflect the
fluid, musical, and evocative language favored
by the French Symbolists. (See the texts and
English translations at the end of this note.)9
Lekeu’s “Sur une tombe” creates a feeling of
longing and beauty in the very first bars of the
piano prelude. An analysis of the first five bars
of the song (see example below) exemplifies
Lekeu’s interest in special harmonic colors and
expression of sentiments. The tonic (D minor) is
clearly avoided and many dominant-like sounds
are used. The first open octave (D-D) is syncopated and moves over the minor subdominant
(a G minor chord) and a secondary dominant
of the median with a minor seventh (C7) towards an augmented F chord on the first beat
of the second measure. The chord on this first
strong beat of the song in bar 2—which lasts
for 3 beats—is an augmented chord. It can be
heard as either an augmented third degree (FA-C#) or an augmented dominant if read
enharmonically (A-C#-E#). The following chord,
on beat 4 of the second measure, is another
ambiguous and colorful chord (A-E-Bb-D-G). It
can be heard either as a subdominant function
(with added ninth and sixth) or as a dominant
function (with an added ninth and fourth
substituting for the third). The chord on the first
beat of measure 3 is a first inversion of the
tonic. Lekeu moves away from it into a small
modulation towards F major (beat 1 of bar 4).
The voice enters in a triplet upbeat over the
dominant (A) without the third (A-E). Now one
expects to hear the tonic (D) on the first
downbeat of the vocal line (bar 5) but Lekeu
uses another chord with double meaning. The
chord on the downbeat of bar 5 can either be
heard as a tonic chord without a third and
added sixth, or with a major sixth degree chord
(Bb) with added minor seventh.
Example: “Sur une tombe” (bars 1–5)

The aim of this analysis exercise is to show how
colorful Lekeu’s harmonies are, and how he
makes Wagner’s principle of harmonic ambiguity and unending melodic lines his own. Lekeu
assimilates the techniques of Franck and
Wagner to express his unique understanding of
melancholy in “Sur une tombe.” This first song

of the set also illustrates another typical style
characteristic of Lekeu: his charming melodic
line. This melody is irregular in length and alternates between triple and duple meters; it is
conjunct, sets the text syllabically, and is unique
and inspired.
The second song, ”Ronde,” is in rondo form,
reflecting the title. It is a light, fast song in E
major and uses the same harmonic colorations
as “Sur une tombe.” Some passages remind one
of the light spirit of Debussy’s “Mandoline,”
while others carry the passion of a dramatic
Duparc song. Its texture is varied and dense at
times. Furthermore, Lekeu’s piano accompaniment does much to express the text. The most
pianistic song is the last, “Nocturne.” It has two
extensive piano interludes with dramatic sequences, complete with harmonic shifts and
twists. Its vocal lines are long and lyrical, and all
this is complemented by the beautiful poetry.
There is no single leitmotif linking the three
songs, but there are rhythmic and melodic
connections between them—the triplet upbeat
of the first song or the dotted eighth-sixteenth
pattern, for example.
Hopefully this introduction to Trois Poèmes
by Guillaume Lekeu will inspire curiosity in the
reader. The set was recorded in 1999 by Harmonia Mundi with soprano Rachel Yakar and
pianist Alice Ader. The complete work is twelve
minutes in length and requires a voice with rich
color, voluptuous legato, good musicality, and a
sense of word painting. If performed by a singer
with a good sense for flexibility, rubato, and
true expression of sentiments, these songs can
be rewarding for performers and audiences.

FOOTNOTES
1
Special thanks to Prof. Judith Nicosia and Todor Koev
for their help and support in this project.
2
Eric Frederick Jensen. “Towards a Symbolist Aesthetic
in Music: The Works of Guillaume Lekeu” in The Music
Review vol. 50, nr. 2 (May, 1989), pp. 134-141.
3
Eric Frederick Jensen. “Towards a Symbolist Aesthetic
in Music: The Works of Guillaume Lekeu” in The Music
Review vol. 50, nr. 2 (May, 1989), p.137.
4
Martin Cooper. “ Duparc, Henri.” In Grove Music
Online. Oxford Music Online, http:/
www.oxfordmusiconline.com.proxy.libraries.
rutgers.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/08338
(accessed 10/19/10).
5
E. Baudoux & Cie. was bought by Rouart, Lerolle & Cie
in 1905, which was taken over by Salabert.
6
O. G. Sonneck. “Guillaume Lekeu (1870-1894)” in The
Musical Quarterly, Vol. 5, No. 1 (Jan., 1919), pp. 109-147,
p.119
7
Luc Verdebout and Christopher Palmer. “Lekeu,
Guillaume.” In Grove Music Online.
Oxford Music Online, http://
www.oxfordmusiconline.com.proxy.libraries.
rutgers.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/16366,
(accessed10/19/10).
8
Ibid.
9
It is interesting to note that during the same period
(1892-1893), Debussy composed his Proses Lyriques,
which are the only songs he ever set on his own symbolistic texts. It is very probable that Debussy and Lekeu
met at Mallarmé’s salon, which both frequented .
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Trois Poèmes: Guillaume Lekeu
Sur une tombe (Translation: B. Mergelsberg)
…Il suffit que l’on cueille de quoi parfumer d’une feuille l’oreiller du lit d’un cercueil.
… It is enough that one picks a leaf to perfume the pillow of the bed of a tomb. (Alphonse de Lamartine)
La printanière et douce matinée est pleine du parfum des nouvelles fleurs; La caresse du vent berce les
jeunes feuilles du parc silencieux du Mystère de la Mort. Sous ces roses, dont jadis tu as aimé les sœurs, tu
reposes, tu reposes, pure, inoubliable Amie, en ton immortelle pâleur. Les soirs d’hiver, où ma pensée a
revécu ton souvenir, se sont enfuis; et c’est ta tombe qu’aujourd’hui j’ai voulu revoir. Oh! Puisses-tu, de
cette tombe aimée où les violettes et les roses protègent doucement ton paisible sommeil, puisses-tu
respirer la senteur triste et tendre de l’immortelle fleur qu’en mon cœur fit éclore notre Amour éternel,
notre Amour éternel!
The mild morning of spring is filled with the fragrance of new flowers; the caress of the wind rocks the
young leaves of the silent park of Mystery and Death. Beneath these roses, whose sisters you formerly
loved, you rest, pure and unforgettable friend, in your immortal paleness. The winter evenings, in which my
thoughts relived your memory, have vanished. And it is your grave that I wanted to see again today. Oh!
Could you, from this beloved tomb where the violets and the roses protect your peaceful sleep, could you
smell the sad and tender fragrance of the immortal flower that blossomed in my heart through our eternal
love, our eternal love!

Belgian postage stamp commemorating the
Centennary of the death of composer Guillaume
Lekeu (1870-1894).

Ronde (Translation: Faith J. Cormier)
…Et nous aimions ce jeu de dupes. … And we loved this stupid game. (Paul Verlaine)
Venez, venez, mêlez-vous à la ronde qui chante dans la clarté blonde, tombant du ciel étoilé. Ne restez pas
à regarder la danse, rhythme troublant qui se balance sous votre oeil songeur et voilé. Venez, apportez-nous
votre divin sourire, votre douce beauté; près de nous vous entendrez bruire les murmures d’amour de ce
beau soir d’été. Venez, venez, mêlez-vous à la ronde; il n’est pas de peine profonde à votre âge ensoleillé.
Vous savez bien que tout ici vous aime, que vous êtes la joie suprême de l’univers émerveillé. Laissez se
ranimer, ô ma belle oublieuse, votre coeur endormi: avec nous veuillez être heureuse, et soyez infidèle à
l’infidèle ami. Venez, venez, mêlez-vous à la ronde qui tourbillonne comme l’onde dans le parfum des
baisers; venez goûter notre amoureuse ivresse: tout l’infini de la caresse palpite en vos yeux baissés.
Les amantes viendront, folles, l’une après l’une, vous prendre par la main, et vous verrez fuir, dans le clair
de lune, votre bonheur sans lendemain.
Come, come join in the round dance that sings in the pale light that falls from the star-bright sky. Do not
stand there watching the dance, the troubling rhythms that swing before your dreamy and veiled eye.
Come, come join in the round dance. There are no deep sorrows at your sunny age. You know that
everyone here loves you and that you are the highest joy of the astonished universe. Come, bring us your
divine smile, your sweet beauty. Near us you will hear the loving whispers of this lovely summer night. Let
return to life, oh my beautiful forgetful one, your sleeping heart: be happy with us, and unfaithful to your
unfaithful friend. Come, come join in the round dance that whirls like a wave in the perfume of kisses.
Come and taste our lovers’ intoxication the infinity of the caresss trembles in your downcast eyes. Lovers
will come, crazed, one by one, to take you by the hand, and you will see, fleeing in the moonlight, your
happiness without future.

Nocturne

(Translation: O. G. Sonneckand, revised by B. Mergelsberg)

… Le printemps… A cette nuit, pour te plaire, secoué sur la bruyère sa robe pleine de fleur!
…Springtime…This night, to please you, sheds on the meadow its flowerful dress! (Victor Hugo)
Des prés lointains d’azur sombre où fleurissent les étoiles, descend, lente et précieuse, le caresse d’une
longue voile d’argent pâli dans le velours de l’ombre. Aux branches des bouleaux, des sorbiers et des pins,
la tenture suspend ses longs plis de mystère où dort le sommeil des chemins et l’oublieuse paix du rêve et
de la terre. L’air frais et pur, dans les feuillées, laisse mourir un lent soupir. Si doux qu’il semble le désir des
défuntes vierges aimées. Cherchant l’invisible joyau que va berçant, près du ruisseau, la chanson murmurante et douce de l’onde rieuse en la mousse... La lune resplendit comme une agrafe d’or! Et, parfumant la
plaine heureuse, la bruyère s’endort dans l’ombre lumineuse.
From distant meadows of somber blue, where the stars blossom, descends slowly and exquisitely the
caress of a long silvery veil, pale in velvet shadows. From the branches of birches, sorbs, and pines the
curtain suspends its long mysterious folds where the paths and the forgetful peace of dreams and of the
earth sleep. The fresh and pure air in the leaves lets die a slow sigh so sweet that it resembles the desires of
maidens once loved but now dead. They search for the invisible jewel that lulls to sleep, near the
murmuring river, the lovely song of its smiling ripples. The moon shines like a golden locket! And
perfuming the happy plains, the heather falls asleep in the illumined shadows.

Mezzo-soprano Barbara Mergelsberg
earned her vocal performance and
pedagogy degrees from the Musikhochschule Köln-Aachen and spent the
year 2000 at the Universität für Musik und
darstellende Kunst Wien. Last May she
completed her DMA studies at Rutgers
University as a Fulbright scholar, supervised
by Judith Nicosia, graduating with the Irene
Alm Memorial Award. Barbara has
participated in master classes by Joan
Dornemann, Thomas Grubb, Andreas
Scholl, Iva Barthelemy, Ingeborg Hallstein,
and Teresa Zylis-Gara. She recently gave
two lecture recitals: one on Libby Larsen’s
“Me (Brenda Ueland)” at the National
Society for American Music (SAM)
conference and another on the songs by
Guillaume Lekeu at the regional College
Music Society (CMS) conference.
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LINDA LISTER’s Yoga for Singers: Freeing Your Voice and Spirit Through Yoga
BOOK REVIEW by NYSTA member Paul
Houghtaling, DMA
It is hard to ignore the fitness craze in our
society, the renewed interest in healthy living
and a toned appearance. Gym memberships,
lunchtime power walks, and working out—
wherever and whenever—have become common ingredients in lifestyles of regular folk, no
longer the inclinations solely of the Hollywood
crowd, beach dwellers, or the affluent who can
afford personal trainers. Our culture has become
increasingly visual. Our views on appearance
and fitness have changed and the opera business has felt their impact. Who can forget the
release of an international star from an important contract, not too long ago, because she
could not fit into an infamous little black cocktail dress? Make no mistake about it: gone are
the days when anyone other than a petite
soprano will sing Cio-Cio-San, and voluptuous
sopranos had better have the acting prowess to
pull off a consumptive death if they now want
to be cast as Mimì. The opera business has
changed. It is more competitive in every way,
and appearance now matters more than ever.
But traditional workouts can sometimes be
counterproductive to good singing technique:
weight-lifting, crunches, and other high-impact
exercise can cause strain and tension. One
solution to this conundrum, to which many
singers are turning, is the practice of yoga, a
lower-impact workout for both body and mind.
Yoga is not only a less strenuous form of exercise for singers, but it can actually improve the
physical and mental approach to singing and
even foster better technique.
Linda Lister’s new book, Yoga for Singers:
Freeing Your Voice and Spirit Through Yoga, is
an important contribution to the literature every
singer should have on his or her shelf. Dr. Lister
offers a brief history of the ancient practice of
yoga and a description of the various types of
yoga which are practiced today. She states that
her book focuses on a blend of the Iyengar and
Kundalini branches of yoga, both of which are
of benefit to singers, and claims that power
yoga and “Hot” yoga, while popular and
invigorating to many, might not be as helpful.
Lister’s book is organized around the four
aphorisms of Iyengar yoga which are the most
helpful to singers—Asanas: body postures/
poses; Pranayama: breath control; Dharana:
focus/concentration; and Dhyana: meditation.
She offers the reader thoughtful descriptions of
these elements and shows how they relate to
healthy singing. We all know the importance of
effective and efficient breathing, of course, but
Lister’s chapter on Pranayama offers voice
teachers valuable new insights on breathing
technique for the voice studio, as well as useful
ways to employ respiration to focus the mind
and shed anxiety.

She divides her chapter on poses into basic/
beginning asanas (mountain, chair, hero, and
corpse, among others) and then those that
lengthen the spine (child, cow, cat, dog, locust—lots of animals in this group), forward
bends, and rib-openers. A vinyasa is a specific
sequence of asanas assembled for specific goals.
Lister offers a variety of vinyasas which have
particular vocal and physical benefits for singers—posture, breathing, tensions release—and
one which can work backstage before a performance—even in a strapless gown!
Yoga for Singers includes a discussion of
meditation through mantras (self-affirming
words or phrases) and mudras (symbolic hand
gestures which can be used to direct and deepen meditation). Lister is careful to point out early
in the book that although the origins of yoga
are found in both Hinduism and Buddhism, and
that there is even a growing movement which
explores Christ-centered yoga practice, a
spiritual element in yoga is the personal choice
of the practitioner and not a necessary connection. Lister welcomes readers to bring their
own spirituality to meditation if they choose.
Like prayer, meditation involves focusing one’s
attention to a different level of awareness. But
unlike prayer, meditation need not involve faith
or worship, but it could if one chooses.
Another terrific feature of Lister’s book is its
focus on adaptability. Just as she encourages
practitioners to make the spiritual element of
yoga their own, she likewise suggests variations
in poses which might prove more comfortable
for certain body types or to those working
through injuries.
“Yoga: It’s Not Just for Skinny People” is
one of many side-bar discussions and interviews
with both students and working professionals.
The message is clear: there is the perfect pose
for everyone.
The chapter on chanting will be of particular
interest to diction teachers. Lister uses IPA symbols, English language words (a fine replacement for Sanskrit), and chanting options beyond
the traditional “Om,” all described using terms
which resonate with singers—tongue, lips, jaw,
articulators. The book is written with wit and
charm. The plentiful allusions and connections
to songs and arias, including a range of classical,
pop, and theater styles, are both insightful and
fun—many made me smile and think differently
about my own repertoire. And Dr. Lister is versatile enough to include anecdotal references
to the music of Gwen Stefani, Cold Play, and
Shania Twain, alongside Mozart, Schubert,
Schumann, Strauss, and Ives, not to mention
Sondheim, Rodgers and Hammerstein, Jason
Robert Brown, and Elton John.
The book is a relatable read for vocalists of
all styles. In fact, Lister includes comments
about yoga and its benefits from a diverse

Yoga
For
Singers
Freeing Your
Voice and
Spirit Through
Yoga

Linda Lister

group of singers including Natalie Dessay,
Frederica von Stade, Ann Hampton Callaway,
Sting, and Beyoncé. The writing is clear and
direct (not overly technical) and ample photos
of the poses make the book valuable to yoga
beginners as well as seasoned practitioners. As
Madonna has said, “Yoga is a workout for your
mind, your body and your soul.” After experiencing Linda Lister’s delightful book, I put
Madonna’s Ray of Light in my CD player and
did my own vinyasa. It only included Child and
Corpse at first, but I have now added many
animal asanas. And now Rachmaninoff has
bumped Madonna off the playlist.
Let Linda Lister’s book guide you toward your
own vinyasa, and your own music. Both your
singing and teaching will be the better for it.
Bass-baritone and stage
director Paul Houghtaling
is director of the awardwinning University of Alabama Opera Theater
where he is also Assistant
Professor of Voice. He has
performed a wide variety of
repertoire throughout the
United States, including solo appearances at
Carnegie Hall, Lincoln Center and the Kennedy
Center, and the Boston Lyric, Central City, Des
Moines, Knoxville, Lake George, Mobile, Nashville, Natchez, Santa Fe, and Tacoma Operas,
among others. He has also appeared with the
Boston Early Music Festival, Mark Morris Dance
Com-pany, My Lord Chamberlain’s Consort, the
Folger Consort in Washington, D.C., American
Classical Orchestra, Boston Baroque, and
Orchestra of St. Luke’s. Directing credits include
Anchorage Opera, Cedar Rapids Opera, Mobile
Opera, Alaska Dance Theatre, Abilene
Philharmonic, and Chamber Opera of Boston.
He holds the DMA in vocal performance from
the City University of New York (CUNY).
www.paulhoughtaling.com
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Jeremiah Downes’ credits include work on stage as a singing actor in leading roles and world premieres in New York
City and regionally. Mr. Downes has also made appearances at various clubs, concert halls and cabarets in NYC and Philadelphia. He has maintained a private voice studio for just over a decade with clients represented on Broadway, in film and on
television, and in opera houses and recording studios. Mr. Downes has had a successful career as a studio musician and
songwriter with songs performed by artists from the worlds of Broadway and commercial music. He is a graduate of
Oklahoma City University and the University of the Arts and is excited to be joining NYSTA.
www.jeremiahdownes.com.
Camille Gifford has been a private music teacher for over 25 years. Ms. Gifford has also been an active performer on the
concert and operatic stage. She received her BM degree from Southwest Missouri State University in Piano Performance,
graduating summa cum laude while also completing a teaching certificate in vocal music (grades K–12) and maintaining a
private voice and piano studio. Camille received her MM degree in piano performance from the University of Missouri-Kansas
City, continuing her vocal studies with Inci Bashar. Ms. Gifford completed two years with the Lyric Opera of Kansas City
apprentice program while she maintained an active voice studio in Kansas City. She was then accepted into the Pittsburgh
Opera at Duquesne Young Artist Program, where she was in residence for two years. She currently maintains a voice studio
in New York and continues to perform.
Jan Horvath’s teaching is informed by the collective lessons learned from 30+ years of professional performance experience. She is a veteran of five Broadway shows including the original Broadway company of The Phantom of the Opera, in
which she performed the roles of both Christine and Carlotta. Other Broadway credits include The Three and Sweet Charity
directed by Bob Fosse. She toured as Grizabella in Cats and made her Carnegie Hall debut in the Bernstein Mass. As a concert
soloist, Jan has performed with over 130 orchestras around the world including the Chicago Symphony, Philadelphia
Orchestra, and Israel Philharmonic. She has given master classes to multiple organizations around the country and currently
teaches voice to the NYU Tisch students at CAP21. Jan received a BFA degree in musical theater from the Cincinnati
Conservatory of Music.
Viktoryia Kourbatskaia has worked with singers and actors of all ages across the Tri-State area. Her students have
been accepted to prestigious programs at the Manhattan School of Music, LaGuardia High School of Performing Arts, the
Professional Performing Arts School, and the Mark Twain School for Gifted and Talented. Her students performed at Carnegie
Hall, Madison Square Garden, Merkin Hall, Dicapo Opera and Symphony Space. They also have appeared in professional and
community productions of The Wiz, Seussical Jr., Ragtime, Free to Be You and Me, Beauty and the Beast, Fiddler on the Roof,
Bye Bye Birdie, and have won numerous awards. She holds an MFA in vocal performance from Belorussian State Music
Academy and an advanced certificate in music education from Brooklyn College in NYC. Her performing career in Europe
included appearances in La bohème, Turandot, The Queen of Spades, La traviata, Rigoletto and Lucia di Lammermoor and on
concert tours. Ms. Kourbatskaia is also a member of the American Music Teacher League and she continues to perform,
teach, and promote music as co-founder and president of the Forte International Music Competition and Festivals.
Soprano Kate Oberjat has sung with companies including Nashville Opera, Lyric Opera San Diego, Dicapo Opera, Taconic
Opera, Chelsea Opera and Los Angeles Opera. She has performed the roles of Blanche in Dialogues of the Carmelites, Musetta in
La bohème, Nannetta in Falstaff, Norina in Don Pasquale, Monica in The Medium, Josephine in The HMS Pinafore, and Gretel in
Hänsel und Gretel. The New York Times wrote she sang the role of Younger Alyce in Glory Denied (Tom Cipullo) with “velvety
smoothness.” She most recently was Isabelle (Center for Contemporary Opera) in the world premiere of The Secret Agent, and
will perform the role again in its televised European premiere in Hungary this fall. Other 2011 performances include the Queen in
Handel’s Solomon (Canterbury Choral Society), Gilda in Rigoletto (Queens Symphony Orchestra) and Clorinda in La cenerentola.
www.kateoberjat.com.
David Ronis teaches at Hofstra University and Queens College/CUNY, where he is the co-director of the award-winning
Queens College Opera Studio. He has also directed in New York for Manhattan School of Music’s “From Page to Stage”
series, OSH Opera, and After Dinner Opera. A founder of the Baroque Opera Workshop at Queens College and faculty
member at the Westchester Summer Vocal Institute, he has recently given master classes and workshops at Manhattan School
of Music, Cincinnati College-Conservatory, the Seagle Colony, Opera New Jersey, and Vassar College. As a performer, Mr.
Ronis has sung over 50 operatic roles with companies in Europe, Asia, and the U.S. He has appeared as soloist with Musica
Sacra, L’Opéra Français de New York, the Milwaukee and New Haven Symphonies, and toured nationally in Disney’s Beauty
and the Beast, playing the roles of Monsieur D’Arque and Lumière, the candlestick. www.davidronis.com.
JessAnn Smith has an undergraduate degree in vocal performance with high honors from the University of Montana and
has been performing most of her life as a singer and actress. She has been working professionally in New York since 2004
and teaching since 2007. Ms. Smith has performed all over the country, in Thailand, and in Australia as a solo artist and guest
lecturer/performer with the College Music Society, Cornerstone Chorale, South Sound Light Opera Company, and her onewoman show, Tapas! She currently performs at Avery Fisher Hall with the National Chorale and has been a cantor and
children’s choir director for the Church of the Good Shepherd in Manhattan since 2008. Ms. Smith specializes in teaching
children and adult beginners and uses a holistic approach, incorporating relaxation, breath and body work, music theory, and
repertoire coaching.
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Samantha Lane Talmadge received her MM degree in vocal performance in May 2009 from the Yale University School of
Music. Prior to her graduate studies at Yale, she received her undergraduate degree in Music Education from the University of
New Mexico. Ms. Talmadge is currently an instructor of voice at Connecticut College in New London and at the Community
Music School in Centerbrook, Connecticut. Recently, she co-founded The Sustenance Project, a group of professional musicians
performing a wide variety of music to benefit various charity organizations. She also recently completed a series of engagements
with the New Haven Symphony Orchestra as the soprano soloist in Barber’s Knoxville: Summer of 1915 and was also the
soprano soloist in Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony with the New Britain Symphony Orchestra. She has performed in Italy with
Orchestra Verdi and the Alba Festival as well as here in the United States with such companies as the Santa Fe Opera and Teatro
Nuevo Mexico.
Ronnie Wilson graduated from the College of Staten Island-CUNY in 2001 with a BA in music with a concentration in
voice. His voice teacher was Janet Pranschke and he received voice coaching from Dr. Sylvia Kahan. While he was a student
he frequently appeared in recitals and in the Modern Masters concert series. He was invited to sing the National Anthem
at the College of Staten Island’s 1999 graduation exercises. Mr. Wilson is currently employed at La Guardia Community
College-CUNY as an office assistant.
Alissa Wyatt is a New York City-based teacher and performer. After double majoring in classical vocal performance and
music education at West Virginia University, she moved to New York City and received a master’s degree in vocal performance (musical theater emphasis) from New York University. While in graduate school, Ms. Wyatt took an adjunct faculty
position as a private voice instructor at the Steinhardt School at NYU. This fostered an already blossoming love for teaching,
and upon completion of graduate school she has continued teaching throughout the tri-state area. During the summer of
2011, she began course work towards a certificate in Vocology from the University of Iowa under the tutelage of Dr.
Ingo Titze. www.alissawyatt.com.
Jo Wymer is a Juilliard-trained vocalist, musician and songwriter who has studied under the vocal direction of Denise
Appio, Keith Heimann, and Ester Scott. She is trained in classical, musical theater, pop/rock, R&B, blues and jazz styles, and is
an accomplished guitarist, an award-winning songwriter, and piano player. Ms. Wymer currently holds a degree in elementary/secondary education in special education mathematics with a minor in music performance. She is working towards her
master’s degree at the College of New Jersey and Georgian Court University (New Jersey Stars Program – an honors merit
program for returning students). Ms. Wymer has been coaching vocal students since 2002. From 2004 to 2008 worked at
the Monmouth Academy of Musical Arts. Currently, Jo works with six students who have various special needs ranging from
autism, Down syndrome, and other neurological impairments. Past accomplishments include roles in regional theater
musicals across the United States.

